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Terms

Social Media - websites and applications that 
enable users to share content or participate 
in social networking


Social Networking - practice of expanding 
the number of ones business and/or social 
contacts by making connections through 
individuals



What is this book of faces?







Home Page - A collection of all the 
things and people you follow/like/know



Profile Page - collection of all of your posts 
and activities. 



The Timeline/Wall - the area on a Facebook page 
where friends and “fans” can post their thoughts, 

views and criticisms for all to see.



The public profile is specifically created for 
business, brands, celebrities, causes, and other 
organizations. Unlike personal profile pages, 
does not gain “Friends” but “Fans” which are 
people who choose to “like” a page.

How is the Rotary Facebook 
page different from a 

Personal Facebook page?



Why Must I LIKE This?
When someone clicks your page and “likes” it, 
your page appears on their timeline/wall, 
and their friends’ timeline/wall.


Social Networking Math: If 1,000 people like 
your page, and each of those people have 
100 friends, your page has been viewed by 
100,000 people.



A tag links a person, Page or place to something 
you post. For example, you can tag a photo to 
say who’s in the photo or post a status update 
and say who you’re with.


When you tag someone, you create a link to 
their profile that will then show in their 
timeline

What is Tagging?





Importance of the 
hashtag (#)

# - aka ‘hashtag’, ‘pound’, ‘number symbol’


Social Media’s Dewey Decimal System : online 
key for searching/filing/recalling groups of 
posts and photos 





Facebook Security



Privacy Settings 



Beware of the 
information you share!

Avoiding Social Networking Attacks 


Be Aware of Security Questions - what are 
the standard questions they ask?


mother’s maiden name, i.e. grandparents family name


high school mascot


childhood best friend/hero


elementary/junior high school



How to ignore politely

Prevent your timeline/wall from filling up with 
unwanted information...like the amazing bowl of 
cereal they ate for breakfast!


Unfollow - remain friends, but anything they post 
will not appear on your timeline/wall


Unfriend - excommunicate



Unfollow



Unfriend



Why would Rotary use 
Facebook?

Making others aware of our activities


Engage with other Clubs


Engage with Rotary International



How to make our 
Facebook page successful

1. Include 1 - 2 sentences + photo

2. Post with purpose

Do we list only the good we do in our communities?

Do we list the happenings in our meetings?


3. The page supports the activities we do

4. New members are not born from Facebook, 
only new interest

5. Facebook is merely a tool




Burning Questions?


